MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Dear Students,
Hope that you all are safe, healthy and happy with your parents, grandparents and other
family members.
Humanity is going thru a very strange and unprecedented time, something which we read or
saw only in fictions/films. But that is how it is, we have no choice except to follow lock down
and we better follow it for our own safety and good health.
Each one of you is a wonderful child and during this time, besides studying, let your
creativity be at its best when you utilize your time to learn cook, help each other, use
waste, enjoy the stillness, reinvent yourself, observe, think... The list of 'can do' things is
endless.
We are aware that the resources at home might not be sufficient. Simple things like books
and stationery too might be not be available with many but your enthusiastic response in
online classes, which are attended by more than 99% of our students, is the motivating
force for us. We have tried creating a virtual school for you in which most of activities are
being done....like studies, physical exercises, art education, seminars, orientations etc. and
now assessments. Kindly follow routine and do some exercises so that when the normal life
returns you don't get tired.
Now when we talk of assessments, let these not be harsh upon you. Assessments are best
when taken as an exercise to know, both by the teacher and the taught, that do my pupil/ I
have understood the lessons and where do we need to work upon. School is only a
preparatory ground for life. And challenges faced now help one emerge stronger. Marks
obtained in these tests will not decide upon your promotion etc. You are a winner anyways
as even in these challenging times you are appearing for the test. However, in case you
don't wish to take these tests we would not force you.

Best wishes.
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